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REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS

APPOINTMENT OF
LED SIGNAGE PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES PROVIDER

1. Introduction

The International Cricket Council (the “ICC”), acting through its wholly-owned
subsidiary company, ICC Business Corporation FZ LLC ("IBC"), which is
incorporated under the regulations of the Dubai Technology and Media Free Zone
Authority in the United Arab Emirates, owns or controls the commercial rights to
certain international cricket events taking place in England and Wales in the period
from 2017 to 2019, including the ICC Champions Trophy 2017 (“CT2017”), the ICC
Women’s World Cup 2017 (“WWC2017”) and the ICC Cricket World Cup 2019
(“CWC2019”) (each a “Tournament” and, together, the “Tournaments”).

The England and Wales Cricket Board (“ECB”) is the governing body for cricket in
England and Wales and is a Full Member of the ICC. ECB has been appointed as the
host of the Tournaments and is responsible for the organisation and management of
the Tournaments.

During the period in which the Tournaments occur, the ECB will also organise and
manage a number of international test, one-day and Twenty20 cricket matches and
annual “finals days” of its premier domestic cricket competitions, as listed in
Appendix B (each match in Appendix B being an “ECB Major Match” and,
together, the “ECB Major Matches”).

ECB, acting in consultation with ICC in respect of the Tournaments, wishes to
appoint one or more companies to provide LED signage production and management
services, including, without limitation, the services set out in Appendix B (the
“Services”), in connection with the Tournaments and/or ECB Major Matches on the
terms and subject to the conditions set out in this RFP.

Unless otherwise defined elsewhere, capitalised terms used in this RFP have the
meanings set out in Appendix A.

2. Objectives

2.1 The purpose of this RFP is to invite interested and qualified Applicants to submit
Proposals for the right to provide the Services to ICC and ECB in connection with the
Tournaments and the ECB Major Matches on the terms and subject to the conditions
set out in this RFP.

2.2 This RFP invites Proposals from Applicants with:

(a) extensive proven experience in providing services similar to the Services;
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(b) a strong financial position;

(c) sufficient resources (in particular staffing) to provide the Services; and

(d) trained personnel (including in particular, but without limitation, experienced
and skilled management and technical personnel) to deliver on site at the
venues/matches.

2.3 In this RFP, each Applicant is invited to submit its Proposal for the right to provide
the Services in connection with the following elements:

(a) all of the Tournaments and the ECB Major Matches;

(b) the Tournaments only; and

(c) the ECB Major Matches only.

Although ECB’s preference is that one Applicant is appointed to provide the Services
in respect of all of the Tournaments and the ECB Major Matches, it may consider
separate appointments and accordingly, Applicants should complete their Price
Quotation with full details in respect of all elements (and combinations thereof) for
which Applicants wish ECB (and, where required by ECB in respect of Tournaments,
ICC) to consider their Proposal. As a result, it is a requirement of this Selection
Procedure that each Applicant’s Proposal must set out any variation in the terms of its
Proposal (including, without limitation, the financial terms) in the event that it is
selected to provide the Services in connection with any one of the elements (or
combinations thereof) set out above. In the event that the Successful Applicant is
appointed in respect of all the Tournaments, the appointment for CWC2019 and ECB
Major Matches in 2018 and 2019 shall be subject to a satisfactory appraisal of the
Successful Applicant’s provision of the Services at CT2017 and/or WWC2017 (and
ECB shall have a termination right accordingly).

2.4 In submitting a Proposal, each Applicant must:

(a) complete, sign and return the form as set out in Appendix E, together with its
detailed Proposal, by the applicable date specified in the Timetable;

(b) provide adequate and detailed answers and information to meet the
requirements of the Criteria (as set out in Appendix C); and

(c) provide a full, detailed breakdown of costs in relation to the Services (and
combinations thereof) within the Price Quotation.

2.5 In submitting its Proposal, each Applicant will have to establish that it satisfies (or
will satisfy in a timely fashion) the Criteria and the Requirements. ECB (and, in the
case of elements of Proposals relating to the Tournaments, the ICC) will evaluate the
Proposals based on the extent to which they reveal that such conditions and
requirements have been or will be satisfied.
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2.6 Each Applicant should provide satisfactory evidence to ECB in its Proposal of its
financial standing and of its ability to meet the commitments it makes in its Proposal.
ECB reserves the right to require appropriate bank guarantees and/or parent company
performance guarantees.

2.7 ECB may, in its absolute discretion, waive any of the conditions and/or requirements
set out in this RFP in respect of any or all of the Applicants. Each Applicant will be
evaluated on the overall merits of its Proposal and the Successful Applicant(s) may
not have satisfied all conditions and requirements and may not necessarily be the one
which offers the most competitive financial terms.

2.8 ECB may elect to contract separately for one or more of the elements set out in clause
2.3, and therefore may enter into more than one or more Agreement(s) with a
Successful Applicant whose Proposal comprises the provision of Services at both the
ECB Major Matches and one or more of the Tournaments.

3. Enquiries

3.1 ECB will, where possible, answer questions or provide additional information
reasonably requested by Applicants at any time during the Selection Procedure with
respect to the contents of this RFP or the means by which the Successful Applicant(s)
shall be appointed. Such queries should be addressed in an e-mail with the subject line
"RFP for LED Signage Production and Management Services 2017-19 – Query"
to LEDEnquiries@ecb.co.uk.

3.2 ECB will attempt to respond to all queries in as expeditious a manner as possible and
in such a form as ECB considers appropriate. ECB reserves the right to make its
response to any query from any Applicant available to all Applicants without
revealing the identity of the initial enquiring party.

3.3 ECB may not be able to provide responses and/or additional information to all queries
and it shall definitely not be able to do so if such requests are sent less than 5 (five)
business days before the due date for receipt of Proposals as set out in the Timetable.

4. Selection Procedure Overview

4.1 Each Applicant must submit to ECB its Proposal documents, in English, by email by
no later than the due date prescribed in the Timetable to LEDEnquiries@ecb.co.uk.

4.2 Each Applicant must attach all applicable documents in support of its Proposal in
accordance with the requirements set out in clause 2.4 of this RFP as well as any other
relevant materials, photographs and/or attachments. ECB may issue supplementary
requests for information which, once issued, will form part of this RFP. ECB may
also ask any Applicant for such further information, guarantees and/or documents as
ECB deems necessary in connection with any Proposal at any time and any such
further information, guarantee and/or document may be used at any point in the
Selection Procedure by ECB to evaluate a Proposal.
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4.3 Each Proposal, once submitted, constitutes a binding and irrevocable offer to provide
the Services on the terms set out in the Proposal, which offer cannot be amended or
withdrawn after its date of submission (in either case unless requested by ECB).

4.4 ECB is not obliged to accept or consider any Proposal in full or in part or any
responses or submissions in relation thereto and ECB may reject any Proposal,
responses or submissions (or any part thereof) and, in its sole discretion, may refuse to
award any business in connection with this RFP. Without prejudice to the foregoing,
ECB reserves the right to appoint the Applicant(s) whose Proposal(s) (in the absolute
discretion of ECB) most successfully conforms to the Criteria and the Requirements
in accordance with the terms and conditions described in this RFP or to make
alternative arrangements for the provision of the Services, including (without
limitation) issuing a revised or different RFP or providing the Services itself.

4.5 ECB shall conduct the Selection Procedure in accordance with the Timetable set out
in Appendix D. Each Applicant is and shall be required to comply fully with the
applicable deadlines in the Timetable as well as such other deadlines as are imposed
by ECB throughout the Selection Procedure (unless otherwise approved by ECB on a
case-by-case basis).

4.6 The Selection Procedure shall consist of:

(a) a technical evaluation of each Proposal examining each Applicant’s ability to
provide the Services in accordance with the Requirements;

(b) a financial evaluation of each Proposal examining each Applicant’s ability to
secure or offer the best possible prices in connection with the Services; and

(c) an evaluation of each Applicant's suitability, experience and qualifications,
including (without limitation) its compliance with the Criteria as well as the
organisational structure and infrastructure proposed by the Applicant to
provide the Services.

4.7 ECB may, for any reason and at any time during the Selection Procedure, request any
Applicant to supply further information and/or documentation. Each Applicant shall
supply such further information and/or documentation requested by ECB within 7
(seven) calendar days (or such other period of time as may be required by ECB)
following receipt of the ECB’s written request for that information and/or
documentation. Any and all costs and/or expenses associated with the provision of
the additional information and/or documentation shall be borne by the Applicant.

4.8 ECB reserves the right (in its absolute discretion) to determine how to progress any
discussions and/or negotiations with Applicants following submission of the
Proposals. However, ECB intends to prepare a short list of Applicants in accordance
with the Timetable, following which each of the short-listed Applicants may be
provided with a draft Agreement that the Applicant will be required to review and
mark up, in accordance with the timeline and instructions to be delivered along with
the draft Agreement. The Applicant’s comments and responses to the draft Agreement
will be considered as part of the Selection Procedure.
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4.9 Following evaluation of the Proposals and the comments and responses to the draft
Agreement, some or all of the short-listed Applicants may be given the opportunity to
present its detailed Proposal to ECB in person (attendance at any such presentation
shall be at the sole cost of the Applicant in each case).

4.10 After careful consideration and thorough examination of the Proposals and, if
applicable, the Applicants’ comments and responses to the draft Agreement and the
presentations, ECB shall, in its absolute discretion, confirm which Applicant(s) (if
any) it proposes to appoint as the Successful Applicant(s). The relative
competitiveness of the financial terms offered may not necessarily be a decisive factor
in choosing between Proposals. ECB reserves the right to make the appointment of
the Successful Applicant(s) subject to such further terms and conditions as it
considers appropriate in relation to this Selection Procedure and/or the provision of
the Services. Applicants who have not been selected shall be informed accordingly in
writing. ECB shall not be obliged to give any reason(s) for the selection and/or
rejection of any Proposal or any part thereof.

4.11 The appointment of the Successful Applicant(s) is subject to the conclusion of an
Agreement between ECB and the Successful Applicant(s) governing all rights and
obligations related to the Services. The Agreement shall be prepared by ECB to
include such terms and conditions commonly included in agreements of such nature,
together with any other terms and conditions which are required by ECB and, where
applicable, the ICC (whether arising from the specifications of the Proposal of the
Successful Applicant(s) or otherwise). It is intended that the Agreement shall be
concluded and signed before 14 November 2016 following good faith negotiations.
Each Applicant agrees and acknowledges that ECB shall have the absolute right to
determine at its absolute discretion whether or not negotiations shall be conducted on
an exclusive basis.

4.12 Notwithstanding any other provision of this RFP, ECB reserves the right, at any time
and in its absolute discretion, to accept or reject Proposals (or to permit any Applicant
to resubmit its Proposal in the event that such Proposal fails to meet any or all of the
Criteria and/or the Requirements), to pursue negotiations with any number of
Applicants, to withdraw from negotiations with any Applicant at any time, to pursue
negotiations in respect of some or all of the Tournaments or ECB Major Matches, to
reduce or increase the total number of LED Matches in respect of which the Services
are required, and to suspend, discontinue, modify and/or terminate this Selection
Procedure (or any part thereof) at any time.

5. Legal Provisions

5.1 In participating in this Selection Procedure, responding to this RFP and/or submitting
a Proposal, each Applicant accepts and agrees to be bound by and to comply with the
terms of this RFP generally, including (without limitation) the following terms and
conditions (which apply in each case equally to all Applicants):

5.2 Nothing in this RFP, or in any communication made by ECB or its officers,
employees, representatives, agents and/or advisers shall constitute an offer of a
contract or a binding contract between ECB and any Applicant, nor shall it be taken as
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constituting any representation that rights or licences will be granted in accordance
with this RFP and/or the Selection Procedure.

5.3 ECB reserves the right, at any time during the Selection Procedure, to change any
aspect of this RFP, to issue any separate amendment or addendum to this RFP (which
will become part of this RFP upon issue) or to issue an amended RFP in place of this
RFP, to refuse to consider any Applicants or to withdraw this RFP. Applicants
acknowledge that ECB may decide to organise the Services on its own or without
appointing any third party and that the ECB may increase, decrease, suspend,
discontinue and/or modify its requirement for the Services in respect of any
Tournament or ECB Major Match.

5.4 While the ECB has taken all reasonable care to ensure that this RFP is accurate in all
material respects at the date of its issue, neither the ECB, nor any of its officers,
employees, representatives, agents and/or advisers makes any representation or
warranty or accepts any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the
information contained in this RFP or in any subsequent correspondence by ECB in
relation to this RFP, nor shall they be liable for any loss or damage suffered by any
Applicant or any other third party in reliance on this RFP or any subsequent
communication with ECB.

5.5 Without prejudice to clause 5.4 above, this RFP does not contain any representation
upon which any Applicant or other recipient may be entitled to rely at any point in
time in order to bring any claim, action or proceedings against ECB and/or its
associated entities and/or any of their respective officers, employees, representatives,
agents and/or advisers (whether for misrepresentation or otherwise). This RFP is
incapable of creating any liability for ECB and/or its associated entities and each
Applicant hereby irrevocably and unconditionally waives any and all rights it may
have, now or at any time in the future, to bring any claim in any court of competent
jurisdiction in relation to the appointment or manner of appointment of any Applicant,
the Selection Procedure or otherwise in relation to the Selection Procedure.

5.6 Each Applicant represents, warrants and undertakes to ECB that any and all
information contained in its Proposal and/or submitted in connection with its
Proposal, and any and all representations made by or on its behalf to ECB, during the
course of the Selection Procedure shall not be false, inaccurate or misleading in any
respect (including, without limitation, by the omission of any material, information or
facts) and that if, after submitting its Proposal there is any change in the Applicant's
circumstances or any other event occurs which may adversely affect and/or impact
such information and/or representations and/or the manner in which they may be
interpreted by ECB, the Applicant shall promptly notify ECB in writing setting out
the relevant details in full. ECB is and shall be fully able to rely on the accuracy and
authenticity of any and all information contained in any Proposal and/or submitted in
connection with any Proposal in assessing any Applicant’s ability to perform and
deliver the Services.

5.7 Each Applicant agrees to keep confidential at all times, whether during or after the
Selection Procedure, all Confidential Information and to take all necessary steps to
preserve the strict confidentiality of such Confidential Information, including (without
limitation) by disclosing relevant material to its officers, employees, representative,
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agents and/or advisers only on a strictly “need to know” basis and only for the
purpose of this Selection Procedure.

5.8 Each Applicant agrees that it will not discuss any part of this RFP, any Proposal it is
considering or which it has submitted and/or any other aspect of the Selection
Procedure with any other Applicant at any time for any reason. Any breach of this
obligation by an Applicant may result in its immediate elimination from the Selection
Procedure.

5.9 No Applicant is entitled to make any announcement relating directly or indirectly to
this RFP, the Selection Procedure and/or its Proposal. Each Applicant acknowledges
and agrees that ECB shall have the absolute right to make any announcement in
connection with this RFP and/or the whole or any aspect of the Selection Procedure.

5.10 Each Applicant is responsible for any and all costs, expenses and liabilities incurred
(directly or indirectly) by or on its behalf in the preparation and submission of its
Proposal and/or otherwise in relation to the Selection Procedure and/or any
negotiations with ECB following receipt by ECB of its Proposal (whether or not an
Agreement is entered into with such Applicant). Under no circumstances will ECB
and/or its associated entities and/or any of their respective officers, employees,
representatives, agents or advisers be responsible for any costs of any Applicant
associated in any way (whether directly or indirectly) with the Selection Procedure.

5.11 Each Applicant acknowledges that any and all intellectual property rights of ECB, the
ICC and IBC (including, without limitation, to the name, logo and trophy and other
intellectual property right relating to each Tournament and ECB Major Match) remain
the exclusive property of ECB, the ICC or IBC (as appropriate). Furthermore, any
materials provided by ECB to any Applicant shall belong and/or accrue exclusively to
ECB. No Applicant shall claim ownership over any rights including (without
limitation) intellectual property rights, in relation to the ideas, concepts, material or
any other rights contained in this RFP.

5.12 In consideration of ECB receiving and reviewing its Proposal, each Applicant
confirms and warrants that it has read, understood and accepted the terms and
conditions set out in this RFP, which take precedence over any provisions contained
in any other communications between the Applicant and ECB. Each Applicant
further acknowledges that, except as set out in the Proposal and in any subsequent
Agreement (if any), there is no existing agreement, arrangement or understanding in
place (whether in writing or oral) between ECB and the Applicant in relation to this
RFP, its subject matter and/or the provision of the Services.

5.13 Each Applicant acknowledges that save as set out in an Agreement (as applicable), all
rights and opportunities in and in relation to each Tournament and ECB Major Match
shall be exclusively reserved by ECB, ICC or IBC (as appropriate).

5.14 ECB shall be able to rely on any and all representations made by each Applicant in its
Proposal and/or in connection therewith.

5.15 No terms seeking to restrict in any way the discretion of ECB in the Selection
Procedure will be accepted.
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5.16 This RFP, the Selection Procedure and any and all related documentation,
correspondence (including, without limitation any Proposal), any non-contractual
obligations and any agreement entered into between ECB or any of its affiliates and
any Applicant or prospective Applicant shall be governed by and interpreted in
accordance with English law and any dispute arising from or in relation to the same
shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.
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APPENDIX A

DEFINITIONS

"Agreement" means each long-form written agreement to be entered into
between ECB (or, at the ECB’s absolute discretion, the ICC, IBC
or such other third party as the ECB may nominate) and the
Successful Applicant(s) governing the provision by the Successful
Applicant(s) of the Services in respect of the Tournament and/or
the ECB Major Matches (or any of them).

"Applicant" means any party which is considering whether or not to submit or
which submits from time to time a Proposal in response to this
RFP.

"Confidential
Information"

means any and all aspects of this RFP, the Selection Procedure,
the Tournament, the ECB Major Matches and/or the business
and/or affairs of the ICC and/or ECB which is or which comes into
an Applicant's possession (except where such information is
generally available to the public).

"Criteria" means the list of criteria to be addressed by each Applicant in its
Proposal as set out in Appendix C.

“CT2017” has the meaning given in clause 1.

“CWC2019” has the meaning given in clause 1.

“ECB Major Matches” means the cricket matches listed as such in the LED Match
Schedule, which are to be organised by the ECB during the period
in which the Tournaments occur, as may be amended by the ECB
from time to time in its sole discretion (each an “ECB Major
Match”).

"ICC" means the International Cricket Council, the international
governing body for the sport of cricket, which has its
administrative office at Street 69, Dubai Sports City, Sheikh
Mohammad Bin Zayed Road, P.O. Box 500070, Dubai, United
Arab Emirates.

"LED Match" means any ECB Major Match or official cricket match played as
part of a Tournament (including warm-up matches) in respect of
which the Services are required, as set out in the LED Match
Schedule.

"LED Match Schedule" means the schedule of LED Matches set out at Appendix G (which
may be amended by ECB from time to time).
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“Price Quotation” means the price quotation to be provided by each Applicant with
its Proposal, in an Excel file in the form set out in Appendix F.

"Proposal" means all documents and information submitted by an Applicant
supporting its bid to provide the Services to ECB, as required
under this RFP, including the Price Quotation.

"Requirements" means the guidelines, directions, requirements, instructions and
requests of ECB issued to any Applicant with respect to the
Selection Procedure and/or the Services from time to time.

"RFP" means this Request for Proposals document, including all of its
appendices and as amended, supplemented or replaced from time
to time.

"Selection Procedure" means the entire procedure conducted by ECB to select and
appoint the Successful Applicant(s) for the provision of the
Services and the subsequent negotiation, finalisation and execution
of the Agreement(s).

"Services" means those services required in respect of the LED Matches, as
set out in Appendix B.

"Successful
Applicant(s)"

means the Applicant or Applicants selected by ECB to provide the
Services pursuant to the Selection Procedure.

“Tournaments” has the meaning given in clause 1.

"Timetable" means the timetable for the Selection Procedure as set out in
Appendix D.

"Venue" means the premises of any stadium, ground or place at which any
Match is scheduled to be played.

“WWC” has the meaning given in clause 1.
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APPENDIX B

SERVICES

The Successful Applicant(s) shall be required to provide the services listed below in
connection with the Tournaments and/or the ECB Major Matches (or any of them, if so
determined by the ECB), such services to be delivered by the Successful Applicant(s) always
in accordance with any instructions and/or service levels issued by or on behalf of ECB from
time to time.

Background

The Tournaments and ECB Major Matches are scheduled to take place in England and Wales
in 2017-2019 period across 14 Venues, which are proposed to be broken down as follows:

Tournaments

CT2017 Edgbaston, Birmingham
Cardiff Wales Stadium, Cardiff
Oval, London

WWC2017 County Ground, Derby
Grace Road, Leicester
County Ground, Bristol
County Ground, Taunton
Lord’s, London

CWC2019 11 Venues across England and Wales

ECB Major Matches

Test Matches Lord’s, London
Trent Bridge, Nottingham
Emirates Old Trafford, Manchester
Edgbaston, Birmingham
Kia Oval, London
Ageas Bowl, Southampton
Headingley, Leeds

One-Day Internationals Lord’s, London
Trent Bridge, Nottingham
Emirates Old Trafford, Manchester
Kia Oval, London
Ageas Bowl, Southampton
Headingley, Leeds
SSE Swalec, Cardiff
Emirates Riverside Durham
County Ground, Bristol
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International T20 SSE Swalec, Cardiff
Emirates Riverside Durham
Ageas Bowl, Southampton
County Ground, Taunton

Domestic Finals Days T20 - Edgbaston
50 Over – Lords

Structure and schedule for LED Matches

Applicants are expressly advised that the structure and schedule of all Tournaments
and ECB Major Matches (and the Venues used therefor) are subject to change, but that
the match schedule for the CT2017 and for ECB Major Matches in 2017 as at the date of this
RFP is attached at Appendix G, along with provisional schedules for WWC2017, CWC2019
and ECB Major Matches in 2018 and 2019 (the respective final schedules of which will be
announced in due course).

It is currently anticipated that each Tournament will feature the following number of LED
Matches:

(a) CT2017: 15 matches (with one reserve day for the Final) and up to two warm-up
matches;

(b) WWC2017: 10 matches (with one reserve day for each Semi Final and the Final); and

(c) CWC 2019: 48 matches (with one reserve day for each Semi Final and the Final) and
up to 10 warm-up matches.

All matches of the CT2017 and CWC2019 Tournaments will be televised (including reserve
days, where used) and at least 10 matches of the WWC2017 (including the reserve day,
where used) will be televised.

Services

ECB recognises that there are differing means of delivering LED signage production and
management services, and different options will have varying costs. ECB wishes to review
detailed and fully costed Proposals that outline how the signage programme might be
implemented. Proposals must provide a clear indication of suggested materials for each
element of LED signage in order to permit evaluation of the most appropriate solution. Cost
and relative quality/specification of materials will be key factors in the consideration.

NOTE: Applicants should ensure that the re-use of signage across all Venues is maximised in
order to provide cost efficiencies wherever possible.

ECB is seeking to appoint a suitably experienced organisation to provide the following
services:
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General

1. Manage the entire LED signage programme for the LED Matches (where such is
introduced), including perimeter signage and behind the wicket (sightscreen)
(sightscreen only required for limited overs matches across the Tournaments), advertising
including delivery, installation, production, maintenance, cleaning, removal and
alterations to ensure delivery of a world class standard appropriate to the LED Match;

2. To appoint dedicated Project Manager(s) who will attend regular meetings at the ECB
Offices at Lord’s Cricket Ground and, where reasonably required by ECB or the ICC,
the ICC’s Head Office in Dubai, United Arab Emirates in the planning period and lead
up to any LED Match. The ECB and/or the ICC may require the appointment of
different Project Managers for each Tournament and/or the ECB Major Matches (or any
combinations thereof);

3. Provide all required LED signage in accordance with the table below;
4. Liaise and co-ordinate with ECB (and, where required by ECB in respect of

Tournaments, ICC) in regards to all Venue interfaces including installation schedule,
deliveries, off-site storage, signage dimensions and power requirements.

5. To address any problems of reflection or glare which might interfere with players’ vision
or television coverage;

6. Ensure LED units cause no interference with spectator sightlines;
7. In consultation with ECB (and, where required by ECB in respect of Tournaments, ICC),

ensure that LED installation is tailored to the physical requirements of each Venue,
including access to power source and requirements for entry/egress onto the field of play
and venue access, as determined by the terms of each venue use agreement, in particular
the access periods provided;

8. Be responsible for meeting all occupational health and safety requirements required by
any applicable local law or regulation in place at the relevant Venue;

9. Comply with all requirements imposed by ECB and/or the Venue in relation to Health
and Safety, including, without limitation, signing any relevant documentation prior to
access to a Venue, providing evidence of insurance acceptable to ECB and/or the Venue,
and undertaking any induction required prior to access the Venue and;

10. Exercise a duty of care in relation to Health and Safety to the highest industry standards;
11. Purchase, maintain and supply (at their own expense) evidence of Public Liability /

Products Liability cover to a minimum limit of £10,000,000 in respect of each
occurrence (or in aggregate for Products liability) to cover the services to be supplied to
the ECB and, in respect of the Tournaments, the ICC (with ICC noted as an interested
party on such policies). Such cover shall be from a reputable company agreeable to ECB
with a minimum A grade S&P/Moody’s or similar rating;

12. Undertake a thorough survey (or surveys as necessary) of each Venue to aid the
production of detailed LED Match and Venue installation plans, outlining number and
heights of LED perimeter units, installation methods, dimensions of LED sightscreens,
LED perimeter location plan for all Venues in accordance with the deadline table set out
below. (The Successful Applicant(s) should be capable of performing initial Venue
inspection and audits on a date to be advised by ECB);

13. Procure the supply of LED items which include, but are not limited to, all items included
in the table below, ensuring that suppliers provide best value for money in the territory in
which the LED Matches are staged and consistent standards of world class delivery;

14. Provide ECB (and, where required by ECB in respect of Tournaments, ICC) exact
technical specifications (including digital formats) of sightscreen and perimeter LEDs
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for commercial partners to create content (by December 31st in each year of the term of
the Agreement);

15. Create LED content designs for ECB and commercial partners where required;
16. Liaise with ECB (and, where required by ECB in respect of Tournaments, ICC) as

necessary to ensure that the design of LED content conforms to exact specifications;
17. Manage the design, manufacture and implementation of any ad-hoc LED requirements

(additional to the table in Appendix B) as agreed by ECB (and, where required by ECB
in respect of Tournaments, ICC);

18. Be responsible for the storage, transport (to Venues and between Venues as may be
necessary) of LED signage to Venues as per an agreed timeline including all
documentation as may be required for international import/re-export of LED signage;

19. Source storage facilities for LED signage (and/or flight cases) for those Venues where
storage is not available on-site;

20. Provide all access equipment and licensed operators as may be necessary to facilitate
installation of Venue LED signage and sightscreens (noting that the use of forklifts and
pallet jacks may be available at some but not all Venues);

21. Provide a sufficient number of suitably trained staff as may be necessary to swiftly
activate safety gates and gates for covers and hover covers within the LED perimeter
configuration, where applicable at each ground. The pitch/hover cover entry points need
to have the ability to be cleared for full access within 20 seconds and the ECB reserves
the right to request that each Applicant can demonstrate that they can satisfy this
requirement;

22. Ensure that any damage caused or contributed to by any contracted signage or dressing
application be repaired or restored to the satisfaction of the relevant Venue owner, or
cover the cost of any repairs undertaken where repairs are conducted by the Venue;

23. Provide dedicated resource to ECB and take on the role and responsibility of an ‘in-
house’ LED signage design consultancy working with ECB, its commercial partners and,
where required by ECB in respect of Tournaments, the ICC to perform the following;
and

24. Provide such other related services as the ECB (and, where required by ECB in respect
of Tournaments, ICC) may reasonably request and are set out in the Agreement(s).

LED Signage Venue Audit:

• Complete a full signage audit of the specified Venues and, in consultation with ECB
(and, where required by ECB in respect of Tournaments, ICC), develop a cost-
effective strategy for the management and delivery of LED signage within the agreed
budget;

• Review, report and recommend a complete in-house managed delivery of LED
signage with the use of specialist contractors and staff to deliver world-class service;

• Suggest solutions on optimum sizes, specification and quality on a Venue-by-Venue
basis;

• Liaise with ECB (and, where required by ECB in respect of Tournaments, ICC) and
Venue staff to plan the location of safety and access gates, as well as pitch/hover
cover entry points within the LED perimeter configurations;

• Propose installation plan, outlining number & heights of LED perimeter units,
installation methods, dimensions of LED sightscreens, location of perimeter boards,
location of safety gates, gates for covers or hover covers and openings for access at all
Venues;
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• Provide a summary of electrical loads for each installation, outlining the phase,
voltage, kW and number of circuits required, noting that at some Venues the use of
generators as the primary power supply may be required;

• Once the budget is agreed and approved, implement and manage the fully-costed LED
solution within the agreed and specified constraints of the relevant LED Match (or set
of LED Matches); and

• Provide ECB with a production and installation schedule (including de-rig timelines)
for all Venues hosting an LED Match in the following calendar year (whether as part
of a Tournament or ECB Major Match) by 31 December in the preceding year.

LED Content Creation Management:

• Appoint a dedicated LED content management team;
• Create sponsor content and supply ECB (and, where required by ECB in respect of

Tournaments, ICC) with final proofs to present to the sponsors for approval
(where/when required);

• Provide a private digital sign-off portal to allow online sign-off of creative/content
• Make amends to sponsor content as per sponsor requirements (where required);
• Create content for ICC and ECB in relation to Tournaments and ECB Major Matches,

including CSR partners, ICC digital properties, merchandise partner, travel and tour
partner, flags for anthems and such other content as reasonably required by the ECB
(and, where required by ECB in respect of Tournaments, ICC);

• Ensure in-Venue content management team are made available for meetings during
the period of the Agreement (including, in particular, for a reasonable period to
discuss LED configurations;

• Propose and manage the perimeter (and LED) configurations (as required) approved
for each Venue on a match-by-match basis, including match specific content, rain or
delayed start run orders and reconfigurations as a result of pitch rotations;

Staffing:

• Ensure that a dedicated and suitably experienced Project Manager(s) is available
throughout planning period for each year of the Agreement and for a reasonable
period following each LED Match whilst all de-installation and wrap-up activities are
concluded;

• Each Project Manager shall take full responsibility for overall delivery of the
Services, to attend venue audits, regular meetings in Dubai, UAE or the United
Kingdom (as required by the ECB), and oversee day-to-day management of
equipment installation & movement, staffing and content so that all signage issues can
be dealt with effectively and comprehensively to the satisfaction of ECB (and, where
required by ECB in respect of Tournaments, ICC);

• Provide ECB (and, where required by ECB in respect of Tournaments, ICC) with one
highly experienced Venue manager and one LED content director dedicated to each
Venue during a Tournament and each ECB Major Match, including provision for
replacement personnel on standby as needed within easy access of the venue;

• Provide ECB (and, where required by ECB in respect of Tournaments, ICC) with a
staffing plan for approval, with schedule and contact details for all Venues hosting an
LED Match in the following calendar year (whether as part of a Tournament or ECB
Major Match) by 31 December in the preceding year;
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• Provide Venue managers with mobile phone with local SIM card and provide ECB
(and, where required by ECB in respect of Tournaments, ICC) with all contact details;

• Procure suitably qualified labour to assist in the installation and removal of signage;
• Ensure all key staff have a good command of English and have the legal right to work

in England and Wales;
• Liaise with ECB (and, where required by ECB in respect of Tournaments, ICC) with

regard to signage implementation, rigging time and off-site storage arrangements etc.
required (Note: this includes determining exact times to access Venues during
January/March 2017 and in each year of the term of the Agreement);

• Manage company accreditation, visa requirements and staff procurement for each
Venue;

• Implement and manage an effective transportation and freighting programme to
ensure all Venues receive their allocated signage & generators within the specified
time frame;

• Liaise with ECB (and, where required by ECB in respect of Tournaments, ICC) with
regard to the arrival of LED boards, signage and generators, ensuring that installation
plans adhere to the agreed installation schedule;

• Work with ECB (and, where required by ECB in respect of Tournaments, ICC) in
regards to the appropriate solution for and placement and location of the LED Control
Office;

• Provide own equipment, install and remove the LED Management Office for use of
Content Director and equipment as agreed with ECB and the relevant Venue (and,
where required by ECB in respect of Tournaments, ICC) (determined on Venue
inspection);

• Provide ECB (and, where required by ECB in respect of Tournaments, ICC) with
schedule for movement of LEDs (where necessary) for each Venue, considering the
requirements of ground staff (pitch watering etc.) and pitch rotations;

• Manage and install all LED signage as per approved installation schedule, including
safety gates and gates for cover/hover cover access;

• Prepare operational venue and match day checklists for ECB (and, where required by
ECB in respect of Tournaments, ICC) review;

LED Match Activity:

• Liaise with ECB’s (and, where required by ECB in respect of Tournaments, ICC)
Venue manager on a daily basis to provide updates on installation timelines, technical
status, power and LED content configurations;

• Manage movement of any LED signage as per approved movement schedule and
install in Venue no less than two days prior to each LED Match (unless expressly
instructed otherwise by the ECB);

• Test all Venue LED signage and power on a daily basis;
• Manage the LED Control Office, ensuring the safety of all equipment;
• Ensure generators (where used) have enough fuel for the match a day prior;
• Perform pre-match testing of LEDs & inspection of Venue, ensuring that all signage

is in working order, and cables cleared out of sight or neatly laid out;
• Liaise with ECB’s (and, where required in respect of Tournaments, ICC’s) broadcast

and media partners in relation to cables at the Venue/
• Load and test pre-match, match and post-match content a day prior to the relevant

LED Match;
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• Ensure that a test function for removing LEDs for access of (hover) cover, ground
equipment etc. is functioning and, where requested by the ECB, be able to
demonstrate this;

• Ensure that all signage elements are ready for the relevant LED Match a day prior.
Liaise with ECB (and, where required by ECB in respect of Tournaments, ICC) to
confirm the acceptability of these elements;

• Review and manage any issues and potential changes that have not already been
implemented prior to match day;

LED Match-Day Activity:

• Arrive at Venue minimum of 3.5 hours before play commences;
• Test equipment and power before the Venue opens on the day of an LED Match;
• Pre-match, match and post-match content run orders tested at least 2.5 hours before

play commences
• Make contact with the appointed ECB (and, where required by ECB in respect of

Tournaments, ICC) Venue manager;
• Provide technical onsite support for match day operation of LED signage;
• Manage LED match day signage - live content should commence at least two hours

prior to match start and end one hour after match completion;
• Liaise with the ECB (and, where required by ECB in respect of Tournaments, ICC)

during the LED Match to manage any signage issues, including override of display in
event of LED failure;

• Provide the ECB (and, where required by ECB in respect of Tournaments, ICC)
Venue Manager a post-match completion sign-off report

Post-LED Match Activity

• Removal of all signage from Venues within 2 days following the final LED Match at
that Venue unless otherwise directed by ECB;

• Re-export all signage as may be required under conditions of import;
• Leave Venues, existing hardware and signage infrastructure in the state in which they

were found;
• LED Venue Manager to walk around the Venue with the ECB Venue Manager before

final departure of Venue, to agree any remedial works that may be required;
• In instances where damage has occurred, liaise with ECB to ensure that all repairs and

rectification works are carried out or compensated for as agreed with the Venues.
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Key Deliverables:

Ensure the delivery of the following key deliverables by the applicable deadline:

Deliverable (ICC Champions Trophy 2017) Deadline

Signage inspection/audit of all Venues November 2016
Signage installation/de-rig schedule submitted December 2016
Confirmation of technical specification (including formats) December 2016
Company staffing schedule submitted December 2016
Content decks submitted for approval March 2017
Full stadium signage artwork completed April-May 2017
Permanent member of Company staff based at ECB office, Dubai,
UAE (if required)

April-May 2017

LED Match venues access date (approx.) To be advised later

Deliverable (WWC2017) Deadline

Signage inspection/audit of all Venues November 2016
Signage installation/de-rig schedule submitted December 2016
Confirmation of technical specification (including formats) December 2016
Company staffing schedule submitted December 2016
Content decks submitted for approval March 2017
Full stadium signage artwork completed April-May 2017
Permanent member of Company staff based at ECB office, Dubai,
UAE (if required)

April-May 2017

LED Match Venues access date (approx.) To be advised later

Deliverable (CWC2019) Deadline

Signage inspection/audit of all Venues December 2017
Signage installation/de-rig schedule submitted December 2018
Confirmation of technical specification (including formats) December 2018
Company staffing schedule submitted December 2018
Content decks submitted for approval March 2019
Full stadium signage artwork completed April-May 2019
Permanent member of Company staff based at ECB office, Dubai,
UAE (if required)

April-May 2019

LED Match Venues access date (approx.) To be advised later

Deliverable (ECB Major Matches) Deadline

Signage inspection/audit of all Venues
Date to be notified
by ECB

Signage installation/de-rig schedule submitted to ECB January 2017

Confirmation of technical specification (including formats)
31 Dec in the prior
year

Company staffing schedule submitted to ECB
Date to be notified
by ECB
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Sponsor logo decks provided to ECB for approval February 2017
Full stadium signage artwork submitted to ECB March 2017
Permanent member of Company staff based at ECB office, Lord’s
Cricket Ground, London (if required)

January 2017

LED Match Venues access date (approx.)
To be advised on a
match-by-match
basis

Details of suggested specifications for signage are contained in the table below (please see

the Price Quotation for a list of relevant Venues for each item of signage). These are based on

agreed specifications from previous ICC events, although ECB welcomes Proposals that

recommend different materials and solutions to those contained in this table.

All Proposals must clearly specify the specifications, dimensions, resolution and materials for
all aspects of signage, and include itemised costs for each such element.

Description Quantity Branding Dimensions

(W x H)

Details & Material Specification

LED
Perimeter
Boards

Full 360 degrees
(Approximate for
Cardiff and Oval
440m, Edgbaston
442m; other
Venues range
from 430-500m)

Quantity to be
evaluated post-
Venue inspection

All ICC/ECB
commercial and
non-
commercial
content

Height
dependent on
venue inspection
–spectator
sightline issues

High resolution, HD, LED*
*Company to provide LED
resolutions for ECB/ICC review

Free standing units
On-site edit capacity, on-site
technical support
Power over-ride
Safety/access gate hinges or LED
on wheels/trackway to allow
covers/hover covers and
groundsman entrance
Units must have protection
against being hit by cricket balls.

LED Board
Perimeter
Board
Backing (to
cover power
cords that
would be
spectator
facing)

Tournament /
ECB Major
Match
Branding

Dependent on
size boards used

*please suggest material to be
used and provide this cost as a
separate line item

LED
Sightscreens

2 per Venue All ICC/ECB
commercial and
non-
commercial
content

Dependent on
Venue inspection
– available space
& structural
capacity

High resolution, HD, LED*
*Company to provide LED
resolutions for ECB review
Format -16:9 Aspect Ratio
On-site edit capacity, on-site
technical support
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Description Quantity Branding Dimensions

(W x H)

Details & Material Specification

Power over-ride
Free standing on wheels OR
attached to existing structure OR
free standing within seating bowl
Must have ability to move
sideways in line with pitch
rotations (static during a match)

Generators &
Fuel

2-4 per venue N/A N/A Company to audit each venue,
discuss with ECB and venues the
provision of power source,
generator location and
specifications
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APPENDIX C

CRITERIA

Each Proposal must include the following key criteria about the Applicant (together the
"Criteria") including the provision of documentary evidence in support of each of the
Criteria:

1. The following "Minimum Criteria" about the Applicant (in detail):

(a) its experience and expertise in providing services of a similar nature to the
Services; and

(b) the range and level of resources that will be used to provide the Services.

2. The following "Organisational Criteria" about the Applicant (in detail):

(a) its internal office network;

(b) its management structure proposed for the Services (including identifying key
account management personnel);

(c) any proposed sub-contracting of the provision of the Services with full details
about proposed sub-contractors and any other material information; and

(d) the type of organisational structures proposed for co-operation with ECB.

3. The following "Operational Criteria" about the Applicant (in detail):

(a) its service levels and acceptance procedures;

(b) provision of information and reporting to ECB;

(c) its processes for concluding and managing contracts as well as maintaining
relationship with clients;

(d) pricing structures, pricing caps, options and cancellation policies (see further 4
below);

(e) management of relationships with ECB and any relevant third parties; and

(f) implementation and use of information technology (IT) to streamline the
Services.

4. The following “Financial Criteria” (in detail):

(a) details of the proposed commercial terms, including a detailed price
breakdown in accordance with the Price Quotation.
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APPENDIX D

TIMETABLE

The current timetable for the Selection Procedure is as follows:

Occasion Date *

RFP issued to prospective Applicants w/c 5th September 2016

Deadline for receipt of enquiries, requests for
information or clarification from Applicants 28th September 2016

Deadline for receipt by ECB
of Proposals from Applicants 3rd October 2016

Short-list of Applicants and provision of draft
Agreement to

Successful Applicant(s)

12th October 2016

Final Q&A / Presentation sessions with
shortlisted applicants (if required)

w/c 17th October 2016

Selection and appointment by ECB of
the Successful Applicant(s) w/c 24th October 2016

Signature of Agreement w/c 14 November 2016

* Applicants are reminded that these dates may be amended by ECB, in its absolute
discretion, for whatever reason and at any time.

** Short-listed Applicants may be asked to make a formal presentation in the United
Kingdom.
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APPENDIX E

DETAILS OF APPLICANT

The ECB and ICC shall treat the following information as confidential:

1. Full name of Applicant:
2. Type of business activity:

3. Address and headquarters:

4. Phone number:
5. Fax number:
6. Internet address:
7. Contact person, position in

company and contact details:
8. Trade register entry and legal

status:
9. Composition of Board of

Directors and Management:
10. Parent company and/or

holding structure and
substantial shareholdings in
other companies (> 25%):

11. Details (including
supporting documents) of
the Applicant’s financial
status including, but not
limited to, details of the
most recent audited and
accounts (last 2 years),
Copy of the trade licence,
general financial
performance and any
applicable credit ratings.):

12. References (previous
business involvement in
sport events and other major
events); please indicate
name, title/function, phone,
email:

13. Community of interests (joint
ventures, contracts of
cooperation and similar)
with sports organisations
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and/or other organisers of
major events:

14. Years of experience in the
current business:

By submitting a Proposal, I confirm for and on behalf of my organisation that I have read and
understood the terms and conditions of this RFP issued by ECB for the appointment of an
organisation to provide the Services in connection with the Tournaments and/or ECB Major
Matches (or a combination thereof), and I agree for and on behalf of my organisation that the
organisation which I represent is and shall remain bound by such terms and conditions.

Signature: _______________________________________________________________

Name: _______________________________________________________________

Title: _______________________________________________________________

Organisation: _______________________________________________________________

Date: _______________________________________________________________



APPENDIX F

FORM OF PRICE QUOTATION

CT2017 - 3 venues
Installation and

match
management

Content
management Staffing Total

360 LED Perimeter Boards - installation and match
management (proposed number of kits) x 15 matches
(includes reserve day provision for semis and final)

(detail
specifications of

the boards)

£
-

Generator and fuel x 15 matches (includes reserve day
provision for semis and final)

N/A N/A
£
-

360 LED Perimeter Boards - installation and match
management (proposed number of kits) x 2 warm-up matches

(detail
specifications of

the boards)

£
-

Generator and fuel x 2 warm-up matches (detail)

N/A N/A
£
-

LED Vanity Backing Board x 3 venues (detail
specifications)

N/A
£
-

(other - please specify) (detail)

£
-
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Total LED perimeter installation and match management
£
-

£
-

£
-

£
-

LED Sightscreens x 2 per Venue x 15 matches (includes
reserve day provision for semis and final)

(detail
specifications of
the sightscreens)

£
-

Generator and fuel x 15 matches (includes reserve day
provision for semis and final)

(detail)

N/A N/A
£
-

(other - please specify) (detail)

£
-

Total sightscreen installation and match management
£
-

£
-

£
-

£
-

Management Fee (detail)
£
-

TOTAL CT2017 (360 LED boards + sightscreens + management fee) £ -
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WWC2017 - 3 venues
Installation and

match
management

Content
management Staffing Total

360 LED Perimeter Boards - installation and match
management (proposed number of kits) x 17 matches
(includes reserve day provision for semis and final)

(detail
specifications of

the boards)

£
-

Generator and fuel x 17 matches (includes reserve day
provision for semis and final)

N/A N/A
£
-

(other - please specify) (detail)

£
-

Total LED perimeter installation and match management
£
-

£
-

£
-

£
-

LED Sightscreens x 2 per Venue x 17 matches (includes
reserve day provision for semis and final)

(detail
specifications of
the sightscreens)

£
-

Generator and fuel x 17 matches (includes reserve day
provision for semis and final)

(detail)

N/A N/A
£
-

(other - please specify) (detail)

£
-
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Total sightscreen installation and match management
£
-

£
-

£
-

£
-

Management Fee (detail)
£
-

TOTAL WWC2017 (360 LED boards + sightscreens + management fee) £ -

CWC2019 - 11 venues
Installation and

match
management

Content
management Staffing Total

360 LED Perimeter Boards - installation and match
management (proposed number of kits) x 48 matches
(includes reserve day provision for semis and final)

(detail
specifications of

the boards)

£
-

Generator and fuel x 48 matches (includes reserve day
provision for semis and final)

N/A N/A
£
-

360 LED Perimeter Boards - installation and match
management (proposed number of kits) x 10 warm-up matches

(detail
specifications of

the boards)

£
-

Generator and fuel x 10 warm-up matches (detail)

N/A N/A
£
-
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LED Vanity Backing Board x 11 venues (detail
specifications)

N/A
£
-

(other - please specify) (detail)

£
-

Total LED perimeter installation and match management
£
-

£
-

£
-

£
-

LED Sightscreens x 2 per Venue x 48 matches (includes
reserve day provision for semis and final)

(detail
specifications of
the sightscreens)

£
-

Generator and fuel x 48 matches (includes reserve day
provision for semis and final)

(detail)

N/A N/A
£
-

(other - please specify) (detail)

£
-

Total sightscreen installation and match management
£
-

£
-

£
-

£
-

Management Fee (detail)
£
-

TOTAL CWC2019 (360 LED boards + sightscreens + management fee) £ -
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ECB Major Matches – Test Match (Price Quotation to be based on four days'
play)

Installation and
match

management
Content

management Staffing Total

360 LED Perimeter Boards - installation and match
management

(detail
specifications of

the boards)

£
-

Generator and fuel (if required)

N/A N/A
£
-

LED Vanity Backing Board (detail
specifications)

N/A
£
-

(other - please specify) (detail)

£
-

Price reduction per day of play lost in each Test Match (detail)

£
-

Total LED perimeter installation and match management
£
-

£
-

£
-

£
-

Management Fee (detail)
£
-

TOTAL PER TEST MATCH (360 LED boards + sightscreens + management
fee) £ -
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ECB Major Matches – ODI Matches
Installation and

match
management

Content
management Staffing Total

360 LED Perimeter Boards - installation and match
management

(detail
specifications of

the boards)

£
-

Generator and fuel (if required)

N/A N/A
£
-

LED Vanity Backing Board (detail
specifications)

N/A
£
-

(other - please specify) (detail)

£
-

Total LED perimeter installation and match management
£
-

£
-

£
-

£
-

Management Fee (detail)
£
-

TOTAL PER ODI MATCH (360 LED boards + sightscreens + management fee) £ -
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ECB Major Matches –T20 Matches
Installation and

match
management

Content
management Staffing Total

360 LED Perimeter Boards - installation and match
management

(detail
specifications of

the boards)

£
-

Generator and fuel (if required)

N/A N/A
£
-

LED Vanity Backing Board (detail
specifications)

N/A
£
-

(other - please specify) (detail)

£
-

Total LED perimeter installation and match management
£
-

£
-

£
-

£
-

Management Fee (detail)
£
-

TOTAL PER T20 MATCH (360 LED boards + sightscreens + management fee) £ -
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A fully itemised unit breakdown of costs should be provided in the form set out in this Appendix F (by completing the template Excel file

attached to this RFP entitled “ICC CT & WWC 2017 - Price Quotation Template”). Management fees and other costs must be clearly stated

and must be inclusive of any and all taxes that may be chargeable thereon. Applicants are requested to note the following:

(a) All travel, accommodation and subsistence/per diem costs must be detailed within the breakdown of the management fee; and

(b) The management fee in respect of:

(i) Tournaments shall be paid as to 100% after the completion of the Tournament. The preferred payment schedule for

Tournaments is 10% of the costs (excluding management fee) on signature; 20% of the costs (excluding management fee) on

ECB’s approval of designs for signage; 45% of the costs (excluding management fee) on shipping of the relevant signage to

the relevant Venues; and 25% of the costs (excluding management fee) on completion of the relevant Tournament.

(ii) ECB Major Matches shall be paid as to 100% after the completion of each series of international matches involving England

and a touring team in a particular format of the game (for the purposes of this paragraph, a “Series”). For example, if England

play against an international touring team in a Series of limited overs matches (which shall include both T20 and ODI matches)

followed by a Series of Test matches, the ECB shall be paid as to 100% of the fees for each Series upon the completion of that

particular Series, rather than following the completion of both Series). The preferred payment schedule for ECB Major

Matches is 10% of the costs (excluding management fee) on signature; 20% of the costs (excluding management fee) on ECB’s

approval of designs for signage; 45% of the costs (excluding management fee) on shipping of the relevant signage to the

relevant Venues; and 25% of the costs (excluding management fee) on completion of the relevant Series.

(c) All costs detailed in the Price Quotation must be in British pounds sterling and all invoices shall be issued and paid in British pounds

sterling; and

(d) The cost budget and the Management Fee shall be deemed to be inclusive of any and all Taxes (including Sales Tax) and, further, shall

be subject to any deduction or liability for Withholding Tax as may be applicable, provided that in such circumstances ECB shall

deliver to the Successful Applicant(s) evidence that Withholding Taxes have been deducted and deposited with or paid to the relevant

taxing authority and shall provide a certificate to the Successful Applicant(s) in accordance with the provisions of the relevant law.
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PROVISIONAL MATCH SCHEDULE CT2017
(plus up to two warm-up matches)

DAY DATE EDGBASTON OVAL CARDIFF GROUP A GROUP B

Thursday 25-May WARM UP PERIOD 1 Australia 2 India

Friday 26-May 4 NZ 3 South Africa

Saturday 27-May 6 England 5 Sri Lanka

Sunday 28-May 7 Bangladesh 8 Pakistan

Monday 29-May

Tuesday 30-May

Preparation time for Cardiff

Wednesday 31-May

Thursday 01-Jun England v Bangladesh

Friday 02-Jun New Zealand v Australia

Saturday 03-Jun Sri Lanka v South Africa Start Times

Sunday 04-Jun India v Pakistan Day 10.30

Monday 05-Jun Australia v Bangladesh Day/Night 13.00

Tuesday 06-Jun England v NZ

Wednesday 07-Jun Pakistan v South Africa

Thursday 08-Jun India v Sri Lanka

Friday 09-Jun NZ v Bangladesh

Saturday 10-Jun England v Australia

Sunday 11-Jun India v South Africa

Monday 12-Jun Sri Lanka v Pakistan

Tuesday 13-Jun

Wednesday 14-Jun Semi Final 1

Thursday 15-Jun Semi Final 2

Friday 16-Jun

Saturday 17-Jun
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Sunday 18-Jun FINAL

Monday 19-Jun RESERVE DAY

Floodlit Fixture



MATCH SCHEDULE FOR WWC2017

26 June through to 23 July, 8 teams, round robin format, 31 matches

An example schedule (10 LED Matches) is below for costing purposes only. Finalised schedule to
follow in due course

Draft Schedule WWC2017

Bristol TV 1 Derby TV 2 Lord's

26-Jun-17

27-Jun-17 match

28-Jun-17

29-Jun-17

30-Jun-17 match

01-Jul-17

02-Jul-17

03-Jul-17 match

04-Jul-17

05-Jul-17

06-Jul-17 match

07-Jul-17

08-Jul-17

09-Jul-17 match

10-Jul-17

11-Jul-17

12-Jul-17 match

13-Jul-17

14-Jul-17

15-Jul-17 match

16-Jul-17

17-Jul-17

18-Jul-17 Semi Final 1

19-Jul-17 Semi Final (Reserve Day)

20-Jul-17 Semi Final 2

21-Jul-17 Semi Final (Reserve Day)

22-Jul-17

23-Jul-17 Final

24-Jul-17 Final (Reserve Day)
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MATCH SCHEDULE FOR CWC2019

5 June through to 14 July
10 teams, round robin format, 48 matches plus up to 10 warm-up matches

45 group games played at 11 venues:

An example schedule is below for costing purposes only. Finalised schedule to follow in due course

Venue
1

Venue
2

Venue
3

Venue
4

Venue
5

Venue
6

Venue
7

Venue
8

Venue
9

Venue
10

Venue
11

Day 1 1 1

Day 2 2 1

Day 3 1

Day 4 2

Day 5 2 3

Day 6 1

Day 7 2

Day 8 3 2

Day 9 3

Day
10

4 1

Day
11

3

Day
12

3

Day
13

4 1

Day
14

4

Day
15

5

Day
16

2

Day
17

4

Day
18

1

Day
19

5

Day
20

3

Day
21

2

Day
22

2

Day 4 3 1
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23

Day
24

Day
25

5 1

Day
26

2 1

Day
27

2

Day
28

3

Day
29

3

Day
30

4

Day
30

5 3 2

Day
31

Day
32

4

Day
33

3

Day
34

4

Day
35

4

Day
36
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ECB 2017 FIXTURES/VENUES

Date Match Venue

2017 Ireland ODIs

Fri 5th May
1st Royal London ODI Bristol

Sun 7th May 2nd Royal London ODI Lord's

2017 South Africa Tour of England

Wed 24th May 1st Royal London ODI
(D/N)

Headingley

Sat 27th May 2nd Royal London ODI Ageas Bowl

Mon 29th May 3rd Royal London ODI Lord's

Wed 21st June 1st Natwest IT20 (F) Ageas Bowl

Fri 23rd June 2nd Natwest IT20
County Ground,

Taunton

Sun 25th June 3rd Natwest IT20 SSE SWALEC

Thu 6th - Mon 10th July 1st Investec Test Lord's

Fri 14th - Tue 18th July 2nd Investec Test Trent Bridge

Thu 27th - Mon 31st July 3rd Investec Test Kia Oval

Fri 4th - Tue 8th August 4th Investec Test
Emirates Old

Trafford

2017 West Indies Tour of England

Thu 17th - Mon 21st Aug 1st Investec Test Edgbaston

Fri 25th - Tue 29th Aug 2nd Investec Test Headingley

Thurs 7th - Mon 11th Sept 3rd Investec Test Lord's

Sat 16th Sept Natwest IT20 (F) Emirates
Riverside

Tues 19th Sept
1st Royal London ODI

(D/N)
Emirates Old

Trafford

Thurs 21st Sept
2nd Royal London

ODI (D/N)
Trent Bridge

Sun 24th Sept 3rd Royal London ODI Bristol

Wed 27th Sept
4th Royal London ODI

(D/N)
Kia Oval
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Fri 29th Sept
5th Royal London ODI

(D/N)
Ageas Bowl

2018:

Pakistan – Tests (2): Headingley, Lord’s.

Australia – ODIs (5): SWALEC Cardiff, Emirates Durham ICG, Emirates Old Trafford, Kia Oval, Trent Bridge.

T20i (1): Edgbaston

India – Tests (5): Edgbaston, Lord’s, Kia Oval, Ageas Bowl Southampton, Trent Bridge.

ODIs (5): Bristol, Headingley, Lord’s, Emirates Old Trafford, Trent Bridge.

T20i (1): SWALEC Cardiff

Final (50 overs): Lord’s

Finals Day (20 Overs): Edgbaston

2019

Pakistan – ODIs (5): Bristol, Emirates Durham ICG, Headingley, Kia Oval, Ageas Bowl Southampton

T20i (1): SWALEC Cardiff

England v Winners ICC Test Challenge (1) - Lord’s*

Australia – Tests (5): Edgbaston, Headingley, Lord’s, Emirates Old Trafford, Kia Oval.

Final (50 overs): Lord’s

Finals Day (20 Overs): Trent Bridge


